Blake Plateau: A Southern Treasure

Blake Plateau is home to the world’s largest deep-sea coral habitat. This remarkable hotspot of marine life is roughly 80 miles off the southeast coast of the United States. It hosts an impressive array of ocean life, from sperm whales that feed on squid 1,000 feet below the sea’s surface to unique mussels that live off bacteria in deep methane seeps. It also holds cultural and spiritual significance for the Gullah/Geechee, as it is the ancestral resting place for those enslaved relatives who did not survive crossing the Blake Plateau as part of the Middle Passage.

Fueled by the powerful Gulf Stream, the Blake Plateau fosters dynamic ocean ecosystems from surface to seabed. Its pervasive Sargassum seaweed meadows, methane seeps, and at least 200 species of deep-sea corals support a rich diversity of marine life.

The plateau contains numerous coral “neighborhoods” with unique characteristics, including individual mound structures that can be as tall as the Statue of Liberty. Among the most striking is what scientists believe to be the largest continuous deep-sea coral reef on earth, called the “Million Mounds.” This “coral highway” runs about 200 miles from Georgia to central Florida. The plateau also contains other important deep-sea coral areas, including the Central Blake Knolls and the Stetson/Richardson Complex. As our ocean warms, these colder, deeper areas serve as an important refuge for deep-sea coral species, potentially securing their long-term survival.

Important Ecological Features of the Blake Plateau

The Blake Plateau hosts the largest deep-sea coral habitat on earth. Major coral formations, as indicated by the polygons, occur across the plateau from North Carolina to Florida, including the world’s largest deep-sea coral reef, the Million Mounds.
The reef-like structures are mainly made up of a deep-sea coral named *Lophelia*, which is a ghostly white. The *Lophelia* coral "mounds" grow in complete darkness over tens of thousands of years, supporting a diverse community of wildlife, including close to 100 species of fish. Some scientists believe that the harsh conditions of the deep sea—with its high pressure, absence of light, and cold temperatures—provide a Noah's ark of genetic resources that can be used to create novel chemical compounds for new pharmaceutical innovations. Chemicals found in the ocean are leading to discoveries in the lab to treat Alzheimer's disease, cancer, and COVID-19.

In addition to providing an important habitat for fish and marine life, the deep-sea corals on the Blake Plateau consume organic matter that rains down from the ocean's surface and recycle it into essential nutrients for the entire ecosystem. As the Gulf Stream rolls over the plateau, it pushes these nutrients back up to the surface, supporting the ocean's wildlife. These nutrients ultimately sustain the region's fisheries, and all of us who rely on them.

This landscape is still largely pristine, with limited protections from harmful industry like oil and gas and only a minimal amount of commercial fishing activity (and no subsistence fishing) in the Blake Plateau's deep waters. However, with threats of greater ocean industrialization looming on the horizon, we need to conserve this amazing location for future generations to cherish. The Blake Plateau is a world-class natural wonder in our backyard. For more information on how you can help safeguard this important and sacred place, visit ConserveBlakePlateau.org.
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